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Airports 
 
''Airports are strange places, I don't like them.'' 

                                                                         — Mae 

 
My eyes are dry, thank god — I sat on the airport bench and thought. The bread 

crumbs stare on the seat next to me. Nanna would've wiped it clean for me to put my 

bag. Maybe she should wipe her eyes too. The crumbs sicken me. Why is it that every 

time I'm in an airport my stomach decides to churn and twist? I remember the two 

pears Grandma put in my bag, “eat one while waiting in Penang and finish the other 

in KL, your parents said you cannot bring fruits to Australia.'' I peeked at them in the 

large pocket, washed and peeled, in a transparent plastic bag. Who peels pears?  

 
The last two weeks flew by in a flash, Grandpa rushing to me in this same airport to 

grab my bag feels like yesterday. I pushed him away though, thought it was 

embarrassing. I was also annoyed when Nanna continuously complained about my 

appetite and how she was always washing my clothes, even when I've only worn them 

for an hour. Why do I only appreciate things when they're gone? I could still smell the 

spring onion from the dumplings Mum made just because I craved them the night 

before I left. The scent is faint now, and I desperately grasp its tail, begging it to stay. 

My hand still somewhat remembers the bumps and ridges of Nanna's hand in mine, 
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her fingers fat and red, scarred. It remembers Dad's hand too, slightly sweaty but warm 

nonetheless, his eyes and fingers lingering during our farewell. I remember Mum's oily 

forehead against mine and how hard I tried to suppress my tears because it would blur 

my makeup. 

 
Time hurt me the most. I hate seeing my things disappearing piece by piece in our 

little apartment, into that small damaged suitcase with stupid stickers. First it was the 

notebooks, then the new clothes, eventually Dad plucked out the phone chargers too. 

I walked around the rooms, hoping to find traces of me. It hurt to secretly count down 

the days, the hours — I know that's not an excuse for my tantrums. Mum calling my 

name was still comforting my ears until the airport radio interrupted and informed 

passengers to board.  

 
The airplane air smells like a dizzying red, the colour of old cracked AirAsia leather 

seats. My travel pillow feels stiff on my neck as somewhere a baby cries and a mother 

cooes him/her back to sleep. The airplane engine howls constantly and covers the 

grumblings of my stomach. I close my eyes, the falling of two blinds as my family slowly 

fades to a faraway darkness… 

 
Went to Coles after I arrived in Melbourne the next morning with my giant bag and 

suitcase. The guard was tall and he rejected me when I asked if I could leave them 

with him. No trollies in Coles. A shame. Holding a basket of fruits and bread and milk 

with a stone on my shoulder and another one to drag along isn't exactly fun when you 

just got off the plane without a night of sleep. Dad would be holding everything for me. 

He would wait outside until I was finished because he doesn't do groceries. Mum would 

be inside picking the cheapest and best options... Slept after I got home. Had to turn 
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on the AC despite the lower temperature. I can see Grandma lying next to me watching 

Chinese drama on her phone when I closed my eyes. My body felt rubbery so I dozed 

off. Was disappointed when I saw the Urbanest curtain when I reopened my eyes — 

for a second I thought I was in her bed. The toilet mirror was stained. It blurred parts 

of my faces. Nanna would never stand it — 

 
 

  


